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Abstract
HZTOOL is a library of Fortran routines used for tuning and validating of
Monte Carlo and analytical models of high energy particle collisions. The
library includes an extensive collection of routines reproducing ep, γp, pp̄ and
γγ data published by the HEP experiments, as well as calculations as they
were performed in the experimental data analyses. During this workshop the
library was further developed to include HERA and TeVatron results relevant
for the studies at the LHC.

1 Introduction
Data from high-energy physics experiments have seen the triumph of the Standard Model both in pre-
cision electroweak measurements and in the verification of QCD to a reasonable degree of precision.
However, a number of aspects of high energy collisions remain poorly understood due to technical dif-
ficulties in the calculation. This is particularly the case for measurements of the hadronic final state in
high energy collisions, where the specific event shapes variables, jet algorithms and kinematic cuts may
be rather complex.

Accurate models of the final state are often needed to design new experiments and to interpret the
data from them. Simulation programs employing fits to existing data address these problems. However,
consistent tuning of the parameters of these programs, and examination of the physics assumptions they
contain, is non-trivial due to the wide variety of colliding beams, regions of phase space, and complex
observables. Comparing a new calculation to a sensible set of relevant data is in practice extremely time
consuming and prone to error.

HZTOOL [1] is created to improve this situation. It is a library of Fortran routines allowing
reproduction of the experimental distributions and easy access to the published data. Basically, each sub-
routine corresponds to a published paper. If supplied with the final states of a set of simulated collisions,
these routines will perform the analysis of the final state exactly as it was performed in the paper, pro-
viding simulated data points which may be compared to the measurement. HZTOOL currently contains
measurements from ep, γp, γγ and pp̄ collisions. Others may easily be added.

While it is designed to be used as simply as possible as a standalone library, HZTOOL is also a
key component of JETWEB [2]. JETWEB is a Web-based facility for tuning and validating Monte Carlo
models. A relational database of reaction data and predictions from different models is accessed via
the Web, enabling a user to find out how well a given model agrees with a range of data and to request
predictions using parameter sets that are not yet in the database.

HZTOOL can also be used together with RUNMC [3], which is an object-oriented frond-end for
Monte Carlo programs incorporating a sophisticated graphical user interface.

The library was initially developed within the workshop “Future Physics at HERA” [4] but has
since expanded to become a more general toolkit. The package was managed by T. Carli for quite
some time and many people have contributed routines and general development to HZTOOL since it first
appeared. Nowadays, HZTOOL and JETWEB are further developed within the CEDAR project [5]. The



current maintainers are J. Butterworth, H. Jung, E. Nurse and B. Waugh1. It is planned to design a C++
equivalent, in order to provide a native interface to the new C++ Monte Carlo programs, to enable a
straightforward implementation of new HEP data analyses performed in C++.2

2 HZTOOL Usage
Each analysis subroutine books, fills and outputs two sets of histograms: one reproducing the published
data and another one filled by the chosen simulation program. The routine names relate to the publica-
tion. The preferred convention is:
HZHyymmnnn where yymmnnn is the arXiv:hep–ex preprint number.

Alternative naming schemes, used for older routines or when a hep–ex number is not available, are:
HZDyynnn where yynnn is the DESY preprint number.
HZCyynnn where yynnn is the CERN preprint number.
HZFyynnnE where yynnn is the FNAL preprint number.
HZyynnn where yynnn is the DESY preprint number3.

If none of the above number schemes exist, the routine name is generally derived from the journal pub-
lication (e.g. HZPRT154247). Occasionally a single publication contains results taken under more than
one set of beam conditions, in which case there will be a routine for each beam condition, distinguished
by appending a letter to the expected name (e.g. HZC88172A, HZC88172B).

HZTOOL is a library, and the main program, which is usually a Monte Carlo event generator,
must be provided by the user. The code of HZTOOL routines is basically independent of the program
used to simulate the collisions. The Monte Carlo generators currently supported are: ARIADNE [6],
CASCADE [7], HERWIG [8] (including JIMMY [9]), LEPTO [10], PYTHIA [11], PHOJET [12],
QCDINS [13], RAPGAP [14], RIDI [15], and DJANGOH [19]. The production versions of these
programs are all currently written in Fortran. The library can also be accessed within the NLOLIB
framework for running NLO QCD programs [16]. Besides the HZTOOL library it is also necessary to
link in the CERNLIB library routines and possibly PDFLIB [17] or LHAPDF [18]. Examples of the
main programs can be found in the HZSTEER package [20] which provides the executable programs for
JETWEB to submit from its backend.

To ease the implementation of the analysis code, HZTOOL provides the relevant jet finders (the
cluster and cone algorithms with various options), as well as a number of utilities to calculate event shape
variables, to perform Lorentz boosts etc.

3 Recent Developments
Within this workshop, an effort was made to include all results from HERA and other HEP experiments
which can be helpful for tuning of MC models used for event simulations at the LHC. In particular, the
models for multiple interactions and for heavy flavour production were considered.

The publications which may be relevant for the tuning of multiple interaction models and which
are available in HZTOOL are listed in [21]. The names for the corresponding HZTOOL subroutines
are also specified. From this list, the newly written routines are: HZH9505001 (J. M. Butterworth,
B. M. Waugh), HZH9810020 (S. Lausberg, V. Lendermann), HZH0006017 (D. Beneckenstein, V. Len-
dermann) and HZH0302034 (K. Lohwasser, V. Lendermann). The routine HZ95219 was extended by
A. Buniatian to include the results from the corresponding H1 paper which are especially sensitive to
underlying events in the photoproduction of jets. The models of multiple interactions and efforts of their
tuning are reviewed in [22].

1The maintainers can be contacted at hztool@cedar.ac.uk. To receive announcements of new releases, send an e-mail to
majordomo@cedar.ac.uk with subscribe hztool-announce in the body of the e-mail.

2More details may be found at http://hepforge.cedar.ac.uk/rivet.
3This naming should not be used for new routines; the HZD prefix is preferred.



As for heavy flavour production, a number of HERA measurements of open charm and beauty
production are included in the library [23]. From those, the newly written routines are: HZH0108047
(P. D. Thompson), HZH0312057 (O. Gutsche), HZH0408149 (A. W. Jung). New publications [24] are
to be implemented. The following routines for the TeVatron results [25] were also recently provided:
HZH9905024 (O. Gutsche), HZH0307080 (H. Jung), HZH0412071 (H. Jung, K. Peters). Furthermore a set
of Benchmark cross sections have been defined for easy comparison of different calculations: HZDISCC,
HZDISBB for charm and beauty production in DIS, HZHERAC, HZHERAB for photoproduction of charm and
beauty and HZLHCC, HZLHCBB for charm and beauty production at the LHC [26].
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